It is the pumps or turbines of the vacuum
that pull you up to the next floor, and the
slow release of air pressure that floats you
down.
This self supporting vacuum elevator can
operate up to 35 feet (10,5 m.), or three
stops, with no pits or hoist ways required.
Since a pit is not needed, the vacuum
elevator appeals to any existing home or
boat that can accommodates a 3 foot (1
m.) diameter ring, and can sacrifice one
day for our fast installation time.
As pneumatic vacuum elevators, we are an
innovative, technology based company,
and the designers and manufacturers of the
vacuum elevator. By the application of
simple principles of physics, highest safety
standards, with no nonsense solutions and
attractive materials, who knows what we
will think up next... time travel perhaps?
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is an elevator that can carry you from floor
to floor without cables, pulleys or pistons.
There are three main parts to this
transparent self supporting vacuum
elevator:
1. The outside tube which is made up of an
aluminum frame and polycarbonate
walls.
2. The steel cabin including brake and
safety mechanisms.
3. The upper Control Compartment, which
houses the turbines and the controller
board.
The elevator comes in a two or three stop
configuration, with either inline or walk
through doors.
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Sleek modernistic design with a
panoramic 360 degree view
6-8 hour installation time for a 2 stop
Installed as an appliance (220V) in a
portable configuration
No excavation or infrastructure required
Highest safety during power outages as it
lowers itself automatically to the ground
floor
Low maintenance with no lubrication
required or any additional works after
assembled
24 volt internal circuits with no energy
consumption during decent
Stopping and starting operations are
extremely smooth
A three color selection: standard-navy
gray, upgrades-light gray and white
Low cost

